Claudins in cancer: bench to bedside.
The claudin family, in mammals, encoded by at least 27 members of a single ancestral gene, CLDN, is the main constituent as integral membrane proteins of tight junctions. It has been shown that the expression levels of claudins are often decreased or that their expressions are absent in human neoplasias. These findings are consistent with the well-accepted concept that carcinogenesis is accompanied by the disruption or loss of functional tight junctions. In contrast, accumulating data have showed elevated or aberrant expression of claudins in various cancers, indicating specific roles of claudins in tumorigenesis. Importantly, dysregulated claudins play an oncogenic role or conversely have a tumor-suppressive effect depending on target tissues or cell types, and thus, they contribute to tumor development and progression. Although tight junctions are intercellular structures in epithelial cells, specific roles of claudins in cancer are supported by the evidence that TJs are not simple static constituents for establishing cell adhesion structures but are also cell signaling components that have functions in receiving environmental cues and transmitting signals inside cells. Since the expression profile of claudins is associated with patients' outcome and prognosis in several cancer types, an understanding of the expression pattern and subcellular localization of claudins in various pathologies will lead to the establishment of claudins as useful biomarkers for the detection and diagnosis of cancers.